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Introduction
Welfare includes both the physical and mental wellbeing of the broiler. Your
actions impact on the welfare of the birds you catch.
Poor catching, handling and loading practices are sources of stress and trauma to
broilers.
If catchers are careful, conscientious and properly supervised, then catchers can
reduce the number of injuries to broilers.

You can improve the welfare of broilers through your actions!

Introduction

Why Treat Broilers Humanely?
It is Essential to Treat Broilers Carefully to:
 Prevent pain and fear
 Prevent death, bruising and skeletal trauma such as broken bones
or dislocated bones = Reduces monetary losses
 It is the LAW!
 It’s the RIGHT THING TO DO!

Common Types of Trauma
in Broilers:

Diagram of a Broiler Skeleton

 Dislocated Leg (Femur)
from swinging birds by the legs
 Broken Wing Bones (Radius,
Ulna, Humerus) as a result of
crushing wings in the lids of crates
 Crushed Skull (Cranium) from
trapping heads in the lids of crates
 Fractured Wish Bone (Furcula)
from rough handling such as
tossing birds or dropping them

By treating birds humanely, you can prevent pain and suffering.

Why Treat Broilers Humanely?

Bird Behaviour
When you enter the bird’s flight zone (the space surrounding the animal) it will
move away or try to run past you.
When you walk through the barn, birds will move away from you as shown by the
direction of the arrows in the diagram below:
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In this diagram the potential danger is that birds may pile into corner “A” and
smother each other. To avoid this problem, whenever possible, begin catching at
the end of the barn opposite the doors.

Always:
 Move quietly among birds to reduce fear

Sssshhhh!
!!!

 Do not yell or shout
 Walk slowly among birds
 Watch for birds piling into corners – injuries or
suffocation can occur from this

Bird Behaviour

Humane Handling
Handle Birds Carefully:
 Do NOT swing birds by the legs when you are carrying them
 Do NOT carry birds by wings or neck
 Do NOT carry more than FOUR birds in one hand, unless instructed by
your supervisor
 Do NOT throw or drop birds
 Minimize passing of birds between people

How Can I Tell When I Should
Not Load a Bird?

What do I do With Sick
or Injured Birds?

Do not load a bird when it is:
 Unable to stand
 Obviously sick:
 hunched
 head drawn in
 feathers ruffled
 Severely cut
 Not alert
 Very light

Point out an unfit bird to
your supervisor and ask him
or her what to do with it.

Placing Birds in Crates
 Gently place birds into crates
 Ensure birds are in an upright position in the crate and all birds can rest on
the floor
 Ensure all parts of the bird are inside the crate before closing the lid
 Your supervisor will tell you how many birds to put into a crate

Remember, birds must be treated carefully!

Humane Handling

